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• 
Intervenor's Proposed SuppTemental Findings·· of Fact 

7. Intervenor, as part of footnote l,.adopts and incor

pora~es herein by.~eference footnote con page 2 of Applicant's 

Supplemental Findings of Fact. 

7a~ A second evidentiary hearing was held in Chicago, 

Illinois on April 20 and 21, 1981 at which time written .. testimony 

was submitted by Applicant and the Staff. This testimony addressed 

how fuel channel bowing affects storage of channelled fuel assemblies. 

in the high density neutron absorbing spent fuel storage racks and 

the health and safety significance of this problem. 

8:..12. Already submitted. 

13. In Applicant's opening. statement at the start of the 
- . . . . . 

evidentiary hearing held .in Morris •. Illinois· from November 19 through 

November 21, 1980, counsel.for Applicant alluded to a.potential 
a/ . . 

problem-.. - This problem. concerrn~d the effect of fuel channel bowing 

· on th.e fit of a channelled spent fuel assembly in a high density 
. ~/ 

storage postion. 

14-52~ Already submitted. 

52a. Applicant is proposing to use 8 x 8 fuel from Exxon· 

Nuclear ~orpor~tion for future reloads at Dresden Units 2 and 3~ 

~/ Tr. 138.; 79-80 · 

.£_/Applicant contacted Intervenor on the evening before the day the 
hearing commenced (November 18, 1980) to discuss the' problem 
of fuel channel bowing. 
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On January 21, 1981, Applicant submitted the affadavit fo Dr. Kin 

· W. Wong· containiIB: a criticality analysis for Exxon 8 x 8 fuel in 
c I 

the propos·ed high density racks at Dresden Units 2 and 3 .-

52b~ Exxon.Nuclear fuel has not yet been approved by the 

NRC for use at Dresden Station.· Such approval will require further 

licensing action by the NRC, including a criticality review by the 

Staff, addressing the ,storage of Exxon Nuclear fuel in the Dresden 
~/ 

Storage· racks. . If that added criticality analysis doe.s not· 
. . 

meet .NRC criteria, the installation of the Exxon Nucilear fuel will 
e i 

not be approved.-

52c. The criticality analysis by or·. Wong did not conside.r 

fuei.Ghannel bowing, and only two separate accidentconditiOns 
f I 

were studied.-. 

. 52d .... Dr. Wong·' s. cri ticaii ty ·analysis was' based on the . 

. size of General Electric (dE) ~hannels. Car Tech. channels with a 
g I 

different diameter will be used·in the near future.-

.52e. The size of the channel makes a difference iri the 

value of K effective. An increase in the channel size would result 

in an .increase in the K value. 
ef f 

channei than the·GE channel that K 

It is possible with a·larger 
h / 

would equal .95.-
ef f 

~/ Wong, written testimony following -:Tr. 1013 

~/ .. Tr. 827-829· 

e l _Wong, Tr. 840 -
!_I Wong, .Tr. 832; 836 

LI 0 Boyle; written testimony, p. 12-13· following Tr. 1013 

!:!__/ Wong, Tr. 826 



53-159. Already submitted. Intervenor adopts and 

incorporates herein by reference Applicant's supplemental footnote 

_to Applicant's Finding No. 88. Intervenor deletes· from its 

prev~ously filed findings the .second .. sentence of Intervenor's Finding . 

No. 159. 

T. · Fuel· Channel Bowing 

160. Intervenor adopts and incorporates by reference 

herein Applicant's Finding No. 130, except that Intervenor deletes 

the.second sentence, and substitutes the following: 

"A ty~ical fuel channel has a square 
configuration with a maximum outside 
diameter of 4.454 (if a convexity 
tolerance205/ and the spacer button 206/ 
'7-re included that maximum outside diameter 

2071 is 4.808); and a length of about 13-1/2 feet."--

161 ~· ·:Intervenor• adopts and·· incorporates· by. reference 

Applicant's Finding No. ·131,· except for·the following: 

l~ Intervenor deletes the second·sentence and substitutes: 

"Applicant was:originally concerned with 
this problerp. because of the potential for 
interference between the·bowed fuel assembly 
and the reactor control blades. 208/ During 
cross-examination of !'aul O.' Connor at the 

. November·, 1980 hearing, Intervenor raised 
the possibility that these reactor-induced 
channel deformations in some cases might 
be great enough to affect the clearances 
between channelled fuel assemblies and 
the walls of storage locations in the proposed 
racks."209/ 

2Q5 I O'Boyle, Tr. 801 
206 I O 'Boyle, Tr. · 73 6 
207 I O'Boyle, written testimony, p.3, following Tr. 1013 
25"8/ O'Boyle, written testimony, p.7, following Tr. 1013 
209 I O'Connor,.Tr. 136 
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2. Intervenor _deletes Applicant's sixth sentence 

(p. 6, Applicant's Supplemental· ·r:estimony) , beginning with the 

word "Moreover" and ending_with the word "racks"; deletes the first 

word of· the seventh sentence, "Nevertheless"; and deletes Applicant'. s 

footnote # 252. 

162. Intervenor adopts-and incorporates herein by reference 

the first sentence only of Applicant's Finding No. 132, and adds the 

following: 

.''.Testimony on measurements of twist was, at best; 
Sketchy,_ with Applicant's witness stating the 

.following: 
210 I 

a. twist was usually mea~s~red at about 30 mils; 
b~ twist ~f.62 mils might have bee~11117asured at' 

Quad Cities but he wasn't sure;-- . · . · 
c. assuming that there was no bulge or bow, ·twist . 212~ 

wouid. cause interference when it reached 173 mils;--
d~ · the ratio of .movement toward·the rack to.twist was 

~factor of about io. to·.i sQ ~ha~ .60 mils of · 
twist resulted in movement 021~}ie assembly about 
6 mils toward the rack wall.--

Intervenor also deletes Applicant's footnote #255. 

. . 
163. Intervenor ado:i;:>ts and incorporates herein by reference 

·,Applicant's. Finding No. 133, except that Intervenor .adds the following 

as ·the second to last sentence: 

210/ O'Boyle, 
211/ ·o'Boyle,_ 
212/ O'Boyle, 
213/ O'Boyle, 
214/ O'Boyle, 

"However, because of the particular type of channels 
being used in the Dresden 2 reactor, it is· expected that 
bulge could be greater than 60 mils; an estimate of 
110 mils is not unreasonable. 11 214 /· 

Tr.· 757 ,.761 
Tr. 761 
Tr. 813 
Tr •. 819 
Tr. 748 
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164-166. Intervenor adopts and incorporates herein by 

reference Applicant's Findings No. 134 through 136, except that 

Intervenor adds the ·fo.llowing to Applicant's Finding No~ 13 5:. 

" . In some, more than one side per channel was 
measured, so these statistics are inaccurate insofar 
as they do not reflect that a channel where bow plus 
bulge· of 150 mils or greater was measured could -

·also.have a side included.in the statistics where 
less than 150 ·mils of bow plus·bulge was measured.". 

167. Intervenor adopts and incorporates herein by reference 
.-

. · Applicant's Finding No. 137, except Intervenor deletes the word 

"unlikely" in the first sentence. 

168-170. Intervenor adopts and incorporates herein by 

reference Applicant's Findings No. 138 through 140. 

171. There are a number of factors which Applicant did - · 

not take into account in calculating:the effect-Of bowed fuel channels 

being inserted, stored in, and withdrawn from the ·new high density 

· racks·. · If a convexity. allowance is. added. to .the General Electric 

channels, it would add an· additional 25 mils toward the channel rack, .. 
' . . 215/ 

so there would be a slightly higher percentage of inte~ference. 

' 
Applicant used-calculations on the General Electric fuel channels. The· 

216/ 
CarTech channels have a different. outside.diameter.-- The analysis. 

by Gilcrest did not take into accounb the formation of hy~rogen gas 

. b.ubbles and blisters in the rack. wal1, rior did it take into account the.· 
217/ 

creases formed .durin.g .the manufacture of the. boral of 40 to 60 mils.--

.... 
215/0'Boylei Tr. 801 . 
216/ In camera session, April 20, 1981, .Tr. 784-793 
217/ Gilcrest, Tr. 932 



e .. 

The top of the fuel assembly can only tip away from the.direction of the 

bow if there is sufficient room for tipping at the lead-in clips. 

Putting a bowed assembly in. a storage position ce.11 where the assembly 

is in contact·with the rack wall will deform the shape·of the 
218,< 

next cell by deflecting the wall. This amount has not been calculated-.-

17 2 ·. · Applicant expects the new CarTech channels· tq. exhibit 

smaller ·deformations during irradiation than the General Electric 
, : - . 

. channels measured at Quad Cities, Q.espite testimony by·Applicant's 

own witnesses. To the· knowledge of one of Applicant's witnesses, 

there.is.no.suitable material of·which a channel could be made which 

··would cause the channel to bow less when that channel was located· · 
219/. 

in the core per.iphery-.. -- New heat .treatment and fabrication 

processe~ will ~ot make~channel bowing go.away in the peripheral. 
220/ 

. fuel bundle.· locations-.--

173-:174; Intervenor adopts and incorporates ·herein by· 

reference.Applicant's .Findings NO:. 143 an~ 144, except that Intervenor. 

rewords the last sentence:of Applicantis. Finding No. 144 to.read: 

.'.'There will be some increase in potential interference 
between the. fuel channels and the storage racks, 
and thus a slight increase in the loads imposed on 
the fuel·assemblies·and racks due to the differences. 
in these tolerances." 

·218 I Gilcrest, Tr.· 933 
219 I Mefford, Tr. 851-852 
220 I ·Mefford, Tr. 866 . 
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175-176. Intervenor adopts and incorporates herein by 

reference Applicant's Findings No~ 145 and 146; except that Intervenor 

deletes the last portion of: Applicant's Finding No. 146 beginning with 

. the fourth sentence a:t II Again I . these . . II through to ". . ALARA. II 

.Intervenor adds the following: 

"If designed properly, a mandrel test would determine 
if a particular storage position-could·accomodate 
a bowed fuel ~hannel assembly.2 2Iy does.not cost 
~oo much to do a mandrel test.- Appl.1.cant's 
witness, ·who personally recommended that this mandrel 
test be delezz~/ had no .expertise ·in corrosion or 

. metallurgy.--,- Anet.her of Applicant's witnesses stated 
that a .sele22-3/umber of tubes should be tested wi.th 
a mandrel.-- · 

.. 
177. Interi.renor. adopts.and incorporates herein by reference 

Applicant's Finding No. 147, ex_cept that Intervenor adds the following: 

"Should the grapple· fail, or break, there are no. 
procedures to cover the event of a fuel assembl:Y· 
dropping:acr9ss the racks. There is only one grapple 
.for .each unit. Furth~rinore, there is no way currently to 
determine prior to insertion of the fuel channel in . 
a storage position whether or ~24;t;:hat·storage position 
will accomodate the assembly.·-- Thus insertion, _ 
without a mandrel test, will be a trial and error 
procedure~" 

. . 

178. The· average number of cycles that a channel will be 
I 

put· through is estimated to be 3 or 4. The maximum bow so·· far of 

420 mils was measured where a channel want through 4 cycles in .the 
225/ 

.core periphery.--

Applicant is currently investigating the possibility.of· 

going to extended burn-up. There is currently one assembly at Quad 

221 I Ragan, Tr. 893,898 
222/ · Ragan, Tr. 880-882 
223/ O'Boyle, Tr. 771-772 
224/ Ragan, Tr. 889, 890 
225/ O'Boyle, Tr. 752 



226/ 
. Cities that· is.going thorugh its fifth cycle. 

General Electric has reconunended to Applicant that it 

.limit exposure of BWR fuel channels to 33 Megawatt days.per standard 
227/ 

ton (.4 cycles is equivalent to· 3 0 MWdays per s.tandard ton) ~in order 

to redtice the possibility of channel bowing and int~rference with the 

reactor control blades. 
illl 

Applicant has not followed this recommendation. 

1-79. It is possible to determine how many cycles channels 
229/ 

have been irradiated. in a peripheral posi.tion.-- Applicant could 

certa~nly discharge and discard chann~ls with a bow plus bulge of sbM~ 
230/ 

value,. say greater than 200 mils-.- It would be prudent to. measure .. channe~ 

.on extended burnup and re-use ~nly those below some minimum bow plus 

bulge, or what might be more 

store the removed channel in 

prudent is simply to reinove th~ channel and 
231/ 

the storage rack.-- Measurements would 

·cull out and eliminate channels with·.large bow so that they will not 
. 232/ 

be used. in. subsequent . cycles-.• -. - There is currently no procedure· 

preventing a fuel .channel.assembly.from remaining in a peripheral locatioll: 
233/' 

from cycle to cycle.--

180. ·Applicant had these. racks·designed and built without 

taking fuel charinel·assembly bowing into account,despite the fact 

that its engineers and employees were familiar with the phenomenon 
234/ 

when the racks were built-. -

226/ O'Boyle; Tr. 795 
227/ O'Boyle, ~r. 816 
228/ O'Boyle, Tr. 762,763 
229/ O'Boyle, Tr. 764 
230/0'Boyle, Tr. 764 
231/ O'Boyle, Tr. 796 
232/ O'Boyle, Tr .. 798 
233/ o:• Boyle I Tr•. 810 
234/ .Q'Boyle, Tr. 755; Mefford, Tr. 852; Gilcrest, Tr. 928. 
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181. The Staff witness, Horace K. Shaw, did not do· 

any rack. measurements or channel side measurements on the proposed racks, 
235/ . 

nor h.as he ever done these types of measurements.-- He obtained the· 

. figures in his testimony· solely from the written testimony of Jame·s 
236/ 

Gilcrest.-- His information on.heat treatment and fabrication· 
. . 237/ ' 

processes came solely from the testimony of Dr. Dennis O'Boyle.--

Staff Witness Shaw based his conclusions about interference at the lead-il{ 

clips solely on what Applicant Witness Gilcrest testified to at the· 
238/ .. 

hearing-.- The Staff's witness did not consider channel twist, maximum 

channel bulge or maximum boral corrosion in making-the statements in 
239 I 

the Staff testimony-_.--· The Staff did not consider any alternatives· 

to installing the high denisty rack.s within which storage positions 

may }:)e. too small to.· accomodate bowed fuel channel assemblies·. 
.. . 240/: 

·without int.erference.-- · Staff witness Sha·w was not aware ·of the 

dimensional. differences between General Electric and Car Tech 

channels except to the extent he.learned about it by.listening to 
. . 241/ 

the April 20.-21, 198l·testimony-.-

235/ 'Shaw, Tr. 973 
236/ Shaw, Tr. 974 
237/ Shaw, Tr. .974 
238/ Shaw, Tr. 974., Gilcrest, Tr. 920 

·239; Shaw, Tr. 975 
·240; Shaw, Tr. 976 
241/ Shaw, Tr. 985 
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182. The Staff's.testimony·was based solely on a.desk-
242/ . 

top ~eview of Applicant's written testimony.~- Staff witness 
243/ 

. Shaw said that this was normal Staff practice. 

183. .The· Board finds that Applicant has· not done. a 

sufficient keff analysis . i ;e. an analysis including the effe'?t 

of channel bowing on Keff i the effect of using larger channels on 

Keff' andan analysis of more than one accident situation·in the 

spent fuel pool at one time arid its ef feet on Kef f . 

The Board finds that Applicant's analysis of channel 

· bowing is insu£ficient insofar as Applicant did not include all 

di.mensionai tolerances. in· its· analyses, nor. did it consider. channei 

twist in these analyses. Furthermore, Applicant did not· analyze 

the effect of using a dimensionally larger channel. 
. . . 

The ·Boar<i:finds that Applicant has ·no.prog+am by which 

it can determine prior to the insertion of a fuel assembly into 

.a storage po.siti,on whether or -not there will. be interference due 

to channel bowing, .nor does Appl,icant have. a prog·ram which· would 

prevent a channel from going through repetetive. cycies in a 
I 

. peripheral location in 'the core. 

The Board finds that there is no reasonable assurance 

. that interference between bowed fuel channels ap.d minimum sized· 

.storage locations will.not cause damage tothe·channels, bundles 

or racks. Accordingly, the Board concludes that without.additional· 

anaTyses and.J?recautionary measures, the reactor-induced channel 

deform.at ions .will pose ,a heal th and safety threat in connection with 

the proposed spentfuel·pool modifl.cation. 

242/ 
. 243/ 

Shaw, Tr. 993, 994 
Shaw, Tr. 995 
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184~ The.Board finds that Staff Witness Shaw did a 

·cursory .desk-top evaluation which merely repeated Applicant's· 

testimony'· and that the Staff did no independent investigation, 

thinking or analysis of fuelchannel bowing.and its effect on 

the proposed rack modification. Consequently, Staff Witness 

Shaw's testimony will be given no weight. 

III. CONCLUSION OF' 'LAW 

The Board has reviewed the.evidence submitted by 

·all parties ·in.regard_ to Intervenor's contentions,· and in response 

to the Board's own: questions .. The Board has also cotisidered the 

proposed findings of fact andconclusions of law.submitted by the 

parties. Those prop6sed findings of fact and conclusions of law 

not. adopted.· herein by the Board. are· rejected. The ·Board makes the 

followin~ conclusions of iaw: 

1. The NRC staff failed.to perform a site specific 

Environmental Impact Appraisal; it therefore improperly reached 

its conclusion that the requested license amendments should be 

2. · As the Nuclear Regulatory Commission directed in its 

"Notice· of. Intent to Prepare.Generic Environmental Impact Statement 

on Handling and Storage of Spent Light Water Power Reactor Pule", 

40 Fed.Reg. 42801 (September 16, 1975), the Board has applied, 

weighed and balanced the five factors set forth in that Notice and 

concludes that issuance.of the ~equested license amendment should 

be deferred. 



3. Applicant has failed· to.implement a satisfactory 

Quality Assurance }rogram .. ·The deficienc s reflected in documents 

introduced by Intervenor are numerous, ·and indicate a_ significant 

breakdown in quality assuranc~. Additionally, Applicant has no 

_receiving and storage procedure for the· new racks,. and does not 

have a written and implemented ALARA program. Accordingly, the 

.Board concludes that. Applicant~ s violations of 10 CFR Part·. 50, 

Appendix B presents a significant threat to the health and safety 

of the public arid thus the. requested license amendment should be 

denied. 

4. Since the NRC Staff's Environmental Impact Appraisal · 

is deficient, and since the so.;L,e function that the Staff performed 

in this.proceeding.was to issue desk;...top.evaluations of·AEplicant~s 

written test~ony, the Board has considered the alternative of 

deferring the issuance of. the license amendments until the NRC · 

· Staff
1
has performed a site-specific, in-depth, independent evaluation 

of the proposed license amendments. The testimony, of Applicant's 
. . 

witnesses indicated that.utilizing the combined storage capacity of 

. the pools, .RDC would not be lost until March, 1985. The Board· 

concludes.that the .existence and feasibility of this alternative 

supports deferral of the license amendments for up to four years. 
. . . 

5. The Board finds that the '.·Staff Evaluation of Generic 

· Unresolved Safety Issues has been deficient unde~ the rulipgs in 
. . 

Gulf States Utilities Company '(River Bend Station,· Units 1 and 2), 

ALAB-444, 6 NRC 760 (1977),· and Virginia Electric and Power Company 

(North Anna Nuclear Station, Units 1 and 2) ALAB-491, 8 NRC 245 

(1978),·and that until the Staff performs a·complete evaluation of· 
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all Unresolved Safety Issues, this Board cannot determine the 

potential health and safety irnplications,·and thus the license 

amendments should be denied. 

. •· 
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WHEREFORE,. it is ORDERED, in accordance with the Atomic 

Energy Act, as ainended, and the regulations of the Nuclear Regulatory · 

Commission and based·· on the findings and conclusions set forth· 

herein, that the Director· of Nuclear.Reactor Regulation shall not 

·issue any license·. amendment authorizing the requested replacement . 

of spent fuel. storage racks· at Dresden Station Units 2 and 3 . 

. It if further ORDERED·. in accordance w:lth 10 C. F. R. § § 1f • 7 6 0, 

2.762, 2.764, 2.78.5, and:.2.786., that thi.s Initial Decision shall 

be effective immediately and· shall constitute the final action of-

. the cominission · forty-fi,ve ·days after the issuance thereof, subject .. 

to ·any review pursuant to the above-cited Rules of Practice; 

IT IS SO ORDERED. 

THE ATOMIC SAFETY AND LICENSING BOARD 

.JOHN F. WOLF, ESQ., 
Chief Administrative Judge 

DR. LINDA.W~ LITTLE 
Administrative Judge 

DR. FORREST J. REMICK 
Administrative Judge 

Dated at Bethesda, Maiyland 

th.is day of 
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ALTERNATIVE ORDER 

Wherefore, it is ordered, in accordance with the Atomic 

En"ergy Act,. as amended and the regulations<if the Nuclear Regulatory 
' ' 

Commission, and based on the findings and ,conclusions set fort.11 herein, 

that .the Director of Nuclear Reactor Regulation is. authorized to make 

appropriate findings in accordance with the Commission's regulations 

and to issue the appropriate license amendments authorizing the 

requested replacemen·t :of spent fuel storage racks at the 

Dresden Station .. 

The aforementioned license amendrnents.shali contain· 

the following conditions: 

(1) Fuel stored in the spent fuel pool shall.have 

a U-235 loading less than or 'equal to 14. S grams· per. axial centimeter~/ 
( 2) · No loads heavier than the- weight of a single spent fuel 

. assembly plus the·. tool for handling that assembly shall be 

carried over fuel stored in the spent fu~l pool.~-/. -

(3) In-situ neutrpn attenuation tests to verify that 

tubes and .racks contain a sufficient nulnber of Bor.al plates such that. 

K-eff~ctiv~·~ill not b~ greater th~ri 0.95 when the spent fuel is· in 

place . .l/ 
( 4) ,· ·If one Baral plate is detected missing, the assqcia ted 

·tube will be blocked to prohibit insertion of a fuel assembly. If 

more than one missing Boral plate is detected per pool, Applicant will 
. : . . . . . 

remove the storage rack or· racks contain.inc} any.additional missing. 

Boral plates from the pool.Such storage· racks· will not· be replaced in 

the pool until a specific criticalityahalysis covering the proposed 

corrective action has be.en submitted .to and approved by the NRC .!/ 

1/ NRC Staff Exhibit l' 
I Safety Evaluation at P·. 3 

'!:.! NRC Staff Exhibit 1,' Safety Evaluation at p. 10. 

21 Tr. 595-596.· 

!/ Tr .. 595-596. 

,.,_ 



(5)· No racks will-~e shipped to Dresden Station until 

Applicant·. designs, writes and implements Receiving and Storage 

· procedures for· the new racks in accordance with 10 CFR part 50 

AppendixB. These procedures will be.approved· by the NRC Staff)_/ 

1 (6) · No racks shall b~ shipped to Dresdeh Station until 
. . 6/ Applicant designs, writes and implements and ALARA program- approved 

by the NRC Staff. 

(7) For racks that have already been shipped to the 
,. 

Dresden site,.these racks will be inspected.for any damage arid 

additionally subjected to a neutron attenuation test prior toinstallatiq 

in the spent fuel pools at.Dresden Units 2 and 3. 

(8) ·Applicant wilL design. a corrosion sfirveillance 

program.~imil<;ir.to that proposed iri Dr. ·Draley;s testimony2~ except 

that such a corrosion :surveillance program.will·provide for 

removal of test coupons twillce as often as proposed by Dr. Draley,·and 

additionally ~ill provide for a sufficient ~umber of coupons~/ 
so that surveillance can continue beyond the 40 years proposed . 

. (9) Pri:or to installation of any of.the new proposed· 

racks; ·Applicant· will do a.· criticality analysis· of the effe~t on 

K-effective of using the carTech channel.·~/ 
(10) .Piior to the installation of any of the new proposed 

racks in the Dresden Uni ts 2 and 3 pools, i;.F»plicant wi 11 design, 
. . . . 10/ 

construct and install a ~·oron inje_etion system.-

(ll)" Applicant will insta'il a water monitor in each pool 
. . . 11/ 

to provide adequate warning to wo·rkers of. exposures.- . 

(12) Before any storage ~ack is placed in the Dresde~ pools, 

Applicant will check each storage location with a mandrel to. confirm 

that the mimimum dimension.between the lead:...in· clips at.the 

top of eac~ sto~age location is at least 5.758 inches ... If necessary 

Applicant will grind down the storage clips to ensure this dimension 
. ·. 12/ 

is achieved.-

5/ Shewski, Tr .. 405,578; Pickens, Tr. 397; Ragan Tr. 414:...415. 
·6/ Myrick, T.r: 613~ 616 
7/ Draley,prepared.testimony, Table 1, following.Tr, 341 
8; Draley, Tr .. 366 
9/ Wong, Tr. 826 
10/ Ragan, Tr. 587, 589, 590 
11/ Ragan,. Tr~ 600, 6 31 
Il/ Gilcrest, Tr. 920 
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A ·~. ... 

It is further ordered in.accordance with 10 C.F.R. secs. 

2.760, 2.764, 2.785 and 2.786, that this Initial Decision sh~ll 

be effective immed1ately and shall con.stitute the final action 

of ·the Commission-forty-five days after the· issuance thereof, 

subject to any review pursuant to the.above-cited Rules of Practice.· 

·IT IS SO· ORDERED. · 

Dated at Bethesda, 
Maryland this 
day of 1981 

THE ATOMIC SAFETY AND LICENSING BOARD 

JOHN F. WOLFE., ·· ESQ. 
Chief.Administrative Judge 

. Dr. Linda w. Little 
Administrative Judge·. 

Dr. Forrest J. Remick 
Administrative Judge 



,• . 

13. To irisure tha.t the occurrence of interference. due to 

·fuel channel bowing will be as low as-possible, Applicant will instituta 

a program including the following: 

a .. To determine whether or not a specific storage position 
will accomodate a.fuel channel assembly, a suitably 
designed no£3Jrradiated test assembly _will be used as 
a mandrel.-- · ·· 

. . . 

b. Mandre1 te~ts of storage locations will 1~,.done when 
there is a planned outage at the plant.-. · 

c. Applicant will design ·and implement a channel measuring. 
program. If a channel 1 ~7 found which has greater .than 
68 mils· bow: ply~1bulge-, the channel will be discharged 
and discarded.-

d. A~plicant will ~~,i~n.and implement a: core l~ading .. 
history program-. - to insure that no channel is located in 
a core periphery position for more than two cycles. 

_!l/.O'Connor, Tr. 150; Ragan, Tr. 893; QJBoyle, Tr. 771-772. 

14/ Draley, Tr. 359 

15/ Gilcrest, Tr. 954-957. 68 mils refle.cts the least amount of storage 
position clearance in any of the postulated situations . 

.!§_/ O'Boyle, Tr. 764 

1 7 / _ o ' Boy 1 e , Tr . 7 6 4 , 810 
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